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Abstract
Introduction. Connecting multiple haptic devices in a master-slave fashion enables us to deliver kinesthetic (haptic)
feedback from 1 person to another. This study examined whether inter-user feedback delivered from an expert to
a novice would facilitate skill acquisition of the novice in learning laparoscopic surgery and expedite it compared to
traditional methods. Methods. We recruited fourteen novices and divided them into 1 of 2 training groups with 6 half-
hour training sessions. The task was precision cutting adopted from one of the tasks listed in Fundamentals of Lap-
aroscopic Surgery using laparoscopic instruments. In the haptic feedback group (haptic), 8 subjects had the chance to
passively feel an expert’s performance before they started to practice in each training session. In the self-learning group
(control), 6 subjects watched a video before practicing. Each session was video recorded, and task performance was
measured by task completion time, number of grasper adjustments, and instrument crossings. Cutting accuracy, defined
as the percentage of deviation of the cutting line from the predefined line, was analyzed via computer analysis. Results.
Results show no significant difference among performance measures between the 2 groups. Participants performed
similarly when practicing alone or with periodic haptic feedback. Discussion. Further research will be needed for im-
proving our way of integrating between-person haptic feedback with skills training protocol.
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Introduction

Haptic devices, like SensAble� Phantom® Omni (SensAble
Technologies, Inc, Woburn, Massachusetts), allow us to
feel the texture and density of virtual objects displayed
on a computer screen.1 Such technologies generate force
according to the different texture and tissue properties
and subsequently feedback the signal to the hands of a
human user. The ability to feel virtual objects through
haptic feedback has significantly enhanced the realism of
the interaction between the human and the virtual object.
This capability has been utilized in a multitude of differ-
ent fields including music,2 as well as health care. Ex-
amples, where this has been helpful, include guiding
arterial catheterization,3,4 promoting physician naviga-
tion and identification and characterization of tissues,5,6

as well as enhancing surgeon performances while taking
a biopsy from a patient.7

Besides connecting a human user to virtual objects
within a computer, haptic devices can also deliver kines-
thetic feedback from 1 individual to another when we
connect multiple haptic devices. In the Surgical Simulation
Research Lab (SSRL), we connected 4 Phantoms to build
a complex master-slave system that allowed the movement

from both hands of 1 individual to the hands of another.8

This system was coined as “What-you-feel-is-what-I-feel”
(WYFWIF)7 and has been proven to have significant
benefits for skill training outside of health care.9

WYFWIF also provides a unique opportunity in health-
care education where we can incorporate haptic guidance
to enhance training, especially in the field of surgery.
Since the early 1900s, laparoscopic surgery provided
a novel way of performing procedures while minimiz-
ing incision size and enhancing healing times. By the
1970s, modern laparoscopic surgery using cameras and
insufflation became more and more popular.10 Now, its
widespread use in all surgical fields means that all
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surgical residents have to demonstrate proficiency with
laparoscopic techniques and be able to master the Fun-
damentals of Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) before they can
be licensed and function as an independent practitioner.11

Traditionally, methods of training residents have pri-
marily consisted of passive learning from watching
a video or demonstration of a task and subsequently
practicing that task. Trainees repeat the task until they
reach some proficiency that meets the FLS standard.12

This training method can often be time-consuming and
may not result in the most efficient or best way of per-
forming the task depending on what their skill levels are
and what the video or demonstration showed. In other
words, it lacked expert guidance, and it required signif-
icant time commitments. Both of which are hard to ac-
quire in a practice setting, given clinical obligations of
both trainee and physician teachers.

However, by creating a system where we can record an
expert completing a task and translate their kinesthetic
movement and techniques to the novice in real-time, we
can effectively enhance the training period through haptic
feedback. Learners will not only be able to see what the
expert has done but also feel the movements as well.
Using the WYFWIF system, we intend to test whether
between-person haptic feedback can help expedite the
process of skill learning in a surgical setting.

We hypothesize that the between-person haptic feedback
would facilitate the learning of laparoscopic skillsmore than
the self-learning alone, quantified as a measure of shorter
task performance time and fewer performance errors.

Methods

The research was performed in the SSRL of the Uni-
versity of Alberta. Methods used in the study were

reviewed and approved by the University of Alberta
Health Research Review Board.

Apparatus

We connected 4 Phantom Omni interfaces in parallel
using the Simulink (Mathworks, Palo Alto, California)
platform to build a master-slave system. Simulink is a
graphical programming environment for a simulation
that runs on MATLAB. Details of the haptic com-
munication system can be found in our previous arti-
cle.1,2 Briefly, the master-slave system was able to
translate 6 degrees of freedom from both hands of 1
person on the master side to the second person on the
slave side.

The stylus of each Phantom was modified so that we
could attach a laparoscopic instrument to it. Two in-
struments, a grasper and laparoscopic scissors, on the
master side, were inserted into a laparoscopic training
box. Inside the box, a piece of fabric was placed on the
bottom with a circle drawn within the center. Subjects
were required to cut this predefined circle from the piece
of fabric. Video recordings of the task were captured by
a webcam and displayed to a TV monitor placed on top of
the training box, about 75 cm in front of the subject. The
same video was simultaneously delivered to a second TV
monitor on the slave end (Figure 1). The expert’s bi-
manual movements captured by 2 Phantoms from the
master end were then delivered to the 2 Phantoms at the
slave end and drove identical movements to 2 laparo-
scopic instruments. When a learner puts his/her hands
on the laparoscopic instruments at the slave end, he/she
would be able to see video images the same as the
primary operator and receive haptic feedback from the
operator.

Figure 1. Overall setup of the kinesthetic guidance system.
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Participants

Sixteen volunteers ranging from high-school students to
second-year medical students participated in the experi-
ment. No participant had any prior experience in surgery
and laparoscopic training. Those with vision and motor
control problems were excluded. Written consent was ob-
tained from each participant before entering the experiment.

Baseline Data

Participants were assessed for baseline handedness, depth
perception, dexterity, and visuospatial acuity to ensure
equal baseline performance between the haptic and
control group. Handedness was assessed using the Ed-
inburgh Handedness Questionnaire.13 Each participant
came in for 1 baseline data collection session, where they
were asked to complete the questionnaire. All participants
included in the study indicated they were right hand
dominant.

Following that, depth perception was assessed using
Pictorial Surface Orientation (PicSOr) test, a validated,
objective test of perceptual skill that predicted laparoscopic
technical skill by Gallagher et al.14 Participants must
maneuver the arrow so that the central shaft of the arrow is
perpendicular to the surface of the cube. Each participant
was given 5 practice rounds, followed by ten real trials.
Their accuracy, calculated as the sine of their arrow to the
true expected arrow, and time to completion, measured in
seconds, for each trial were averaged over the ten trials to
provide their composite depth perception score.

Dexterity was measured using the Grooved Pegboard
test.15 Participants were asked to use their dominant hand
and place each peg within their corresponding spot on the
board. Full instructions are found within the product
website.15 They were then asked to repeat the task using
their nondominant hand. Each trial was timed, measured
in seconds, and marked according to the product website.

Lastly, participants were assessed for their visuospatial
acuity through a mental rotation test. This assessed their

ability to mentally manipulate 3D structures in a 2D plane.
A mental rotation test was accessed using the free online
platform PsyToolKit.16 It was made based on the original
factor-referenced cognitive tests by Ekstrom et al.17

Participants were asked to follow the instructions on
the screen. They were given 5 practice rounds and ten
trials. The test recorded time to completion, measured in
seconds, as well as the number of questions correct.

Randomization

All baseline scores were recorded and analyzed via Excel.
The 6 categories were PicSOr accuracy, PicSOr time to
completion, Grooved Pegboard time to completion for the
dominant, and nondominant hand, as well as the number
of correct answers in mental rotation, and their overall
time to complete the task.

The scores were then averaged for all participants in
each of the performance categories. Then, going back,
each participant who performed above the average re-
ceived a score of 1 for that category, and those who
performed below the average received a score of 0.

These composite scores were then added for each
participant to provide a total baseline score that ranged
from 0 to 6. Participants on polar opposites of the
spectrum were grouped together in the same group, and
participants with the same total baseline score were then
separated to either the haptic or the control group.

Scores and T-test values for all participants are shown
in Table 1. We set a P-value of less than .05 as statistically
significant.

Task and Procedure

Participants were assigned to 1 of 2 skill training groups:
haptic feedback (haptic) and self-learning (control) group
by the previously described randomization section. Pre-
cision cutting adopted from the FLS was utilized as the
skill task. This involved cutting out a pre-drawn circle

Table 1. Baseline Data for Participants.

Group average score

T-testBaseline assessment Haptic Control

Depth perceptiona SinAvg .63 .65 .64
Time (seconds) 10.00 11.10 .65

Dexterityb Right hand (seconds) 61.56 60.33 .71
Left hand (seconds) 67.22 67.22 1.00

Mental rotation Time (seconds) 4.89 4.42 .54
Total baseline score 3 2.6 .30

T-test (P < .05).
aUsing PicSOr software.
bGrooved Pegboard test.
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within a piece of fabric, using laparoscopic scissors and
graspers (Figure 2 and Supplemental Video). Each par-
ticipant was asked to train for 6 sessions, with each session
lasting thirty minutes. All participants viewed an in-
structional training video before the start of their 6
sessions.

In the haptic group, each participant had a chance to
feel movements performed by an experienced operator at
the beginning of each training session, followed by self-
practice up to 30 minutes. Participants in the control group
were given only the first instructional video and then were
asked to practice the cutting task with no further aid as per
traditional learning methods.

Expert

A research assistant in charge of this project over a 6 -
month period practiced the laparoscopic circle cutting task
for over 30 trials, sufficient to reach the plateau phase of
the learning curve with an average task completion time of
180 seconds. This was considerably shorter than all the
selected participants and was deemed sufficient to allow
them to deliver the haptic guidance during the experiment.

Measure of Performance

Each complete trial done by a participant was recorded for
extracting performance data. The task completion time
was defined by the moment the laparoscopic instruments
touched the fabric to the moment when the circle was out
from the fabric.

Bimanual coordination was assessed by the number of
grasper adjustment and the number of instrument
crossings. The first is defined by the number of times
participants relocated their grasper to provide good

counter traction to the scissors held in the right hand. The
second measure was defined by the number of times
participants crossed their scissors over their grasper in
order to continue cutting. Skillful operators often maintain
a triangular position between instruments toward the
target without letting the instrument crossing the midline.
Therefore, instrument crossing leads to invalid bimanual
coordination and should be avoided by the participant.

The last performance measure was cutting accuracy,
which was measured by the deviation from the actual
cutting line to the predefined line of the circle. At the end
of each valid cutting performance, the cut out circle was
scanned. The root mean square was reported to describe
the deviation of actual cutting to the predefined line.

Statistical Analysis

The above performance measures were analyzed by
the SPSS 22.0 (Chicago, Illinois), using a 2 (training
groups) × 6 (Training session) mixed ANOVA with re-
peated measurements on the second factor. Differences
were reported by mean ± standard deviation where P < .05
was considered statistically significant. Post hoc analysis
was also completed as Bonferroni analysis when needed.

Results

ANOVA reported no significant differences between
haptic feedback and self-learning group on any of the
performance measures. Results are shown in Table 2. Task
completion time (P = .281), grasper adjustment (P = .968),
instrument crossing (P = .694), and cutting error (P =
.695) are also given.

Overall, practice over time improved task performance
in both groups. Significant differences were found over

Figure 2. Pattern cutting using laparoscopic instruments and assessment on cutting errors.
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the 6 training sessions in task completion time (P = .023),
grasper adjustment (P = .009), and cutting error (P <
.001). However, this was not present for instrument
crossings (P = .370). Postdoc analysis revealed that the
significant drop-in task time occurred between training
session 1 and sessions 5 and 6; a significant decrease of
grasper adjustment occurred between session 2 and ses-
sion 6; significant reduction of cutting error occurred
between session 1 and sessions 4 and 5.

No significant interaction effects were found between
the group and training session on any of the performance
measures, that is,, task completion time (P = .247), grasper
adjustment (P = .854), instrument crossing (P = .672), and
cutting error (P = .299).

Discussion

Through our study, it is evident that practice over time did
improve task performance. As shown in Table 2, task
time, bimanual coordination, and cutting accuracy were
improved over 6 training sessions for both research groups
(haptic and control). However, adding haptic feedback to
a laparoscopic training failed to show benefit in facili-
tating skill learning compared to self-learning. In other
words, our research hypothesis was not supported by our
results.

Several factors may contribute to this nonsignificant
outcome. The main one being the manner in which we
introduced haptic feedback. In the current setting, the haptic
feedbackwas delivered from an experienced operator to the
novice at the beginning of each training session to
showcase both visually and through haptic feedback on
how to complete the task. However, in this scenario, the
moment of feedback delivery may not align with the
moment of performance difficulty of the novice. In other
words, haptic feedback was not present to guide or correct
a novice during times of difficulty. Rather, theywere able to
feel how the expert carried out the task prior to attempting it
themselves, but when it came to time to actually perform
the task, tricky corners or difficult cuts were still left for the
participant to figure out alone. According to the specificity
motor learning theory, the maximum learning impact
would be expected when feedback of performance is given
when the performer is struggling with the task.18 Non-
aligned feedback may interfere with skill learning rather
than facilitate the process.19

A recent article reported a dual user haptic surgery
training system that will allow 2 surgeons to work side by
side.20 When a novice operator experiences a moment of
performance difficulty, the expert in the dyad team can
facilitate the performance by delivering a burst of haptic
feedback to the novice. We believe this parallel setting of
haptic devices will yield observable benefits for skill
learning.

Similarly, the degree of haptic feedback provided to
the learner may also factor into our results. In our current
setting, the amount of feedback is set as a constant in
the programing software in order to prevent large jolting
movements from being delivered. However, this may
sometimes result in subtle movements from the master
apparatus not translating to the slave apparatus. Further
work in optimizing the programming environment to
allow both amplification and reduction in the amount of
haptic feedback may benefit future studies so that each
haptic delivery is smooth and impactful to the learner.

Another reason for the lack of significant improvement
within the haptic group could be our small sample size.
We intend to enlarge our sample size to increase statistical
power in future studies.

Precaution will also be needed when applying our
findings to a clinical setting. The circle cutting task was
a simple task that is unrepresentative of a true surgical
procedure performed in the operating rooms. The study of
surgeons’ performance with true surgical tasks, with in-
creased eye–hand, bimanual, and team coordination, may
produce different outcomes.

In summary, results from this study failed to show the
beneficial effect of learning laparoscopic skills by ap-
plying periodic haptic feedback to novices. A future study
with an improved design of the haptic system is needed,
which allows feedback to be delivered at the moment of
learners’ performance difficulty. Our ultimate goal is to
find an optimal and efficient method of teaching surgical
skills.
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